why new jersey is the
Frequently the target of jokes from visitors from nearby states, and negative stereotyping from
TELEVISION shows like the Sopranos, home care agencies in NJ despite all of that, N.j.
continues to attract people seeking good paying jobs, quality schooling and healthcare, amazing
leisure tasks, and a fantastic spot to raise children.
I will be swift to admit that New Jersey is not an affordable state to reside in. The definition of
greatest does not mean "cheap" or "cost-effective".
Though you may be spending more, New Jersey gets the country's best state and municipal
providers contributing to an infrastructure that supports a safe environment and a range of quality
of existence services. As a sensible old man once told me "You get what you really pay for".
Top Five Factors Why Nj is the State to Live In.
Healthcare - By nearly every measure, New Jersey is at the very top of any listing in states with
the finest health care. Rated #1 in lowest (best) citizenry under functioned by primary care
physicians and ranked 7th in infant mortality rate in 4 8 states. Source: American Association Of
Retired Persons. Ranked 8th from 50 states in quantity of Doctors/1000. Source: U.S. Census
Bureau 2004-2006 Information. And only over the river in New York City and Philadelphia, Nj
residents have access to a number of the top medical institutions and physicians on earth.
Low Crime Rate - Ranked fourth in house crime and 13th in violent crime out of 3 1 states east of
the Mississippi River. Source: U.S. Census Bureau 2004-2006 Information. And when you take
into account that New Jersey gets the highest population density in the United States, New Jersey
is quite a safe place to reside and is a credit to the state and the municipalities in offense
protection and law-enforcement.
Pupil Education Grades K-1-2 - Nj stands tall when it comes to teaching; N.j. is Ranked #1 out of
50 provinces in Grade 8 to High-School graduation rates; Resource: Countrywide Board and
Educational Testing Plan and Rated #4 in the cheapest (finest) Pupil/Instructor ratio. Source: IES
National Center for Education Statistics.
Amusement - N.j. is a Mecca for amusement. Because of the states smallish size, first class
amusement is in easy range of most New Jersey citizens. There are leading amusement sites
through the state as well as the hotel casino's, as well as the Boardwalk Hall in Atlantic City, Nj is
a magnet for world class amusement. Nj also has 2 NFL teams, a NBA staff, and a NHL Staff.
home healthcare NJ And with Nyc and Philadelphia, just across the river with Broadway shows
and major entertainment places, the amusement choices for New-Jersey residents are
unbeatable.
Geographical Diversity - With prominent beaches like Wildwood being the finest on the East
Coast, amazing hills and mountains in North-West NJ, and old-time Victorian towns like Cape

May, Nj's varied geography is easily reachable within an hour's drive from nearly every area in the
state. National Geographic journal has called Nj "America in Miniature."

